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Anthony Vacca
P.O Box 1123 Col/Spr.CO. 80901
719-310-1699

Development planning File # ( CPC PUP 19-00026 )

Dear lonna and mike

1.) Traffic.
A.) RIGHT AWAY LANE EXITING EAST ON FILMORE..
with Approximate 250 new units currently under construction at they intersection of
Grand Vista Circle and Fillmore and A current built development of Approx 240 Apt. and a projected
426 new Town-homes / Apt .all entering Fillmore from Vista Circle .Two issues TOTAL
approximate 2000- 3000 cars a day.
1.) turning east with the flow off traffic from Gran Visa Cir. .there needs to be a
right away traffic lane going east connecting with fillmore to keep the traffic being able access freely
to Fillmore. Now is the time to install.

B.) SIGN ON VAN BURAN WEST OF CENTENNIAL facing east..ALL TRAFFIC NORTH
AND SOUTH I -25 l ( ARROW FACING SOUTH ON CENTENNIAL.directing everyone to the fastest
,easiest and best for all to the new fontinaro freeway entrance.Even the cars interested in going
north.it will be a cluster screwup if they were to go down the residential Van Buran St, with a school
and and backing up chestnut.
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To elevate all the traffic up to 1200 and more cars/trucks going through residential
Van Buran St. with a grammar school on the street. and to elevate all the back up that will ac-cure on
chestnut and elevate the rush our back up on fillmore going east of I.25.
.***There is a concern that cars going north on I-25 will " not take " the longer rout of
going north on centennial to fillmore but rather the shorter rout of going down Van Buran a 2 lane
residential ST. with a public grade school.
.
Option 1. To keep Van Buran closed,and having the wider /open street
north Mesa Valley Rd. no school be the Rout . ( READ HIGHLIGHTED PAGE THREE OF
TRAFFIC REPORT
Option -2 that all north and south I- 25 entrance signs to be posted on Van
Buran east of centennial intersection on to centennial also . Elevating all Traffic going north to fillmore
and the congested fillmore I-25 intersection and also elevating the large amount of traffic on van
Buran and Mesa Valley Rd.

C.) Speed limit be know high than 35 miles per hour on this portion of Centennial..

2.) Parking.
Being that 95% of homes have 2 or more cars. Being the code is 1 .75 parking per unit
2 bedroom and 2. per 3 bedroom. building 20 through 34 approximately 60 town-homes .seems to
be only one parking spot per unit.there drive way. there seems to be no added spaces like they other
buildings along the RD.Way. nor guest parking .
I do not understand according to a study by the national Experian automotive witch specializes in
collecting and analyzing automotive data and there research and two other firms come up with 2.28
car per unit household.that builders cant even meet code of 1.75 plus add for guest and handicap. .
We have to go above and beyond and request quest parking .one for every four homes.leading it to
be 37 guest parking. What happens if two units in a group of four homes to a building have guest.and
there is no were to park ? not even one spot ?
. .It is obvious that they homes will sell better and be more attractive with the
features that are part of ones life.

3.) Apartment.complex
Parking.
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One of the major issues in Apt complex is parking.This development
included. 300 2- Bed units 1.75 per unit is 525 parking spots.I counted a lot less.and again guest
parking .

Plus handicap and guest parking.Not including any separate parking at the
club house. No doubt they will be using Van buran as a parking lot. Its a proven fact .No parking will
degrade they character of they existing surroundings. that Colorado springs Hillside Development
Guidelines manual.

3.) Hight Issues
the two building furthest east.one backs to Van Buran they other furthest
east building needs a further set back not giving they towering affect in a residential aria and also in
preserving the unique and special nature of this aria.IT towers the main RD. as well as take away the
hillside aesthetic qualities of the hillside area. they only way i see in correcting the intrusive aspects of
they development and to elevate part of the parking issues is to bring they building down to a three
story from a 4- story.
More aggressive landscape in they southern portion of this development north of
Van buran giving some screening of the compact asphalt and building congested together.

Thank you Call me any time if you can share my concerns.
Anthony Vacca 719-310-1699
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Elena,
Please include the comments below in the Fillmore South CC packet.
Lonna

Lonna Thelen, AICP, LEED AP BD&C
Principal Planner | South Team
Phone: (719) 385-5383
Email: lthelen@springsgov.com
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Hello Lonna,
Good Morning,
Unfortunately, I am unable to attend the meeting this morning at 8:30 as I had planned. However, I would
like to submit my input. I am a current homeowner in the old Broadview Ranch/Mesa Street area. I live
on Broadview Pl. which is just north of 19th Street off of Mesa Road which intersects with Mesa
Rd./Fontnero/Fillmore Streets. We have lived on Broadview Pl. as well as most of the families have since
the early 1970s. Throughout all these years, until this past April, we have been afforded the beauty of the
vast open space area. Currently, in this area (south of the VA Complex) development has now begun.
As with myself and others on this street, one of the major concerns is the potential traffic flow which will
create additional major traffic flow problems. Mesa Rd. to Fillmore is currently a major traffic route which
connects travelers to Fontnero, Fillmore, Centennial Blvd., 30th St., Garden of the Gods Rd. , Holmes
Middle School and Coronado High School (not to mention the VA Complex and other businesses in this
area and homeowners). With this route being an increasingly congested major route, the homeowners on
Mesa Rd. and Broadview Place are now experiencing with more difficulty trying to get off of our streets
onto Mesa Rd.
THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISSUE:
A church is being planned on the corner of Fillmore and Mesa Road. The VA Complex is on
Centennial and Fillmore. Olson Plumbing Company and another company relocated from the
downtown future Olympic Complex area to the area South of Centennial and Fillmore intersection

southwest of the VA Complex. AND in April, 2019, a major land development is currently going on
south of the VA and Olson's in the once upon a time vast open space area. I also failed to
mention, in addition, the major apartment development which is near completion across from the
Health Resort Facility- just west of the VA on Grand Vista Circle.
HOW IS THE CITY PLANNING TO ADDRESS THE FUTURE POTENTIAL TRAFFIC DIASTER?
With the state of the current traffic flow problems now, how is the city going to address the
thousands of additional cars generated in the above mentioned paragraph if this additional
development proposal goes through? Mesa Road is a 2 -lane rd. When Holmes Middle school is
in session, it becomes stalled at times. The road space on Fillmore is limited (especially in the
Coronado High School area). Mesa Rd. through to the Garden of the Gods Country Club and
Housing area and on to 30th street is limited. Centennial is limited. How is it possible for this
area to accommodate more traffic? In addition and most importantly, all of the new

development in this area will have a negative effect on homeowners and their
property value. For all the reasons stated above, we are NOT in favor of additional development
in this corridor area.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide our input.
Ronald J and Debra F Wynn
Broadview Place Homeowners

